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IA-AUTOMORPHISMS AND LIE ALGEBRAS RELATED TO THE
MCCOOL GROUP
C.E. KOFINAS, V. METAFTSIS, A.I. PAPISTAS
Abstract. We investigate a subgroup In of the McCool group Mn. We show
that In has solvable conjugacy problem. Next, we investigate its Lie alge-
bra gr(In) and we find a presentation for it. Finally, we show that gr(In)
is naturally embedded into the Andreadakis-Johnson Lie algebra of the IA-
automorphisms of the free group Fn.
1. Introduction and notation
For a positive integer n, with n ≥ 2, let Fn be a free group of rank n generated by
the set {x1, . . . , xn} and Mn be the McCool group (the basis-conjugating group),
that is, the subgroup of Aut(Fn) generated by the automorphism χij , 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n,
with
χij(xk) =
{
xk if k 6= i
x−1j xixj if k = i.
For any group G and a, b ∈ G, we write [a, b] = a−1b−1ab. As shown by McCool in
[13], a complete set of relations for the group Mn is the following
[χij , χkj ] = [χij , χkl] = [χijχkj , χik] = 1,
where different letters correspond to different numbers. It is shown by Savushkina
[16] (see, also, [2, Theorem 1] and [8, Theorem 1.2]) that Mn is structured as
a semi-direct product Mn = Dn−1 ⋊Mn−1, where Dn−1 is the group generated
by the set {χ1n, . . . , χn−1,n, χn1, . . . , χn,n−1}. The group structure of Dn at the
moment is a mystery, although we know that the subgroup of Dn generated by the
set {χ1n, . . . , χn−1,n} is free abelian and the subgroup of Dn generated by the set
{χn1, . . . , χn,n−1} is free.
In the present work, we investigate a subgroup of Mn, that arose in [3], the
partial inner automorphisms group In, consisting of automorphisms acting on ini-
tial segments of the basis of Fn by conjugations. In Section 2, we show that the
conjugacy problem for In is solvable, thus answering a question of Bardakov and
Neshchadim in [3]. In Section 3, we develop an inductive technique that helps us
to decompose and understand the graded Lie algebra gr(In) of In which leads us to
give a presentation for gr(In). Finally, in Section 4, by using standard arguments,
we prove that gr(In) naturally embeds into the Andreadakis-Johnson Lie algebra
of the IA-automorphisms of the free group Fn.
2. Some group theoretic results
Bardakov and Neshchadim in [3] have shown that in Mn, we may define the
subgroup Hn generated by the elements yni = χ1i . . . χni, i = 1, . . . , n, with the
assumption that χii = 1. It is easy to see that yni is an inner automorphism of Fn,
1
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conjugating each generator by xi. Obviously, the subgroup Hn of Mn generated
by the set {yni, i = 1, . . . , n} is equal to Inn(Fn), the inner automorphisms of Fn.
Similarly, for k = 2, . . . , n− 1, they define Hk to be the subgroup of Mn generated
by the set {yk1, . . . , ykk}, the inner automorphisms of Fk considered as a subgroup
of Mn. Finally, they define In to be the subgroup of Mn generated by the set
{yµj : 2 ≤ µ ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ µ}. Now, one can easily verify that for i > j the group
Hj normalizes Hi, namely, since Hi is generated by the set {yi1, . . . , yii} and Hj is
generated by the set {yj1, . . . , yjj}, we have
y−1jk yilyjk =

yil k = l
yil l > j
y−1ik yilyik k 6= l, l ≤ j.
Furthermore, it is easily shown that In is a poly-free group (see also [3]). Indeed, if
Gi = Hn ⋊Hn−1 ⋊ . . .⋊Hi, with i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, then there is the tower of normal
subgroups
{1} = Gn+1 ⊳Gn ⊳Gn−1 ⊳ . . .⊳G2 = In
such that each Gi/Gi+1 ∼= Hi is free. Thus, In = G3 ⋊H2 and so, any element of
In is uniquely written as g3w2, where g3 ∈ G3 and w2 ∈ H2. It is shown in [3] that
a complete set of defining relations for In is the following
(1) [ymi, yri] = 1, 2 ≤ r < m ≤ n,
(2) [ymi, yrj] = 1, 2 ≤ r < i ≤ m ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ r,
(3) [ymi, yrj] = [ymi, ymj], 2 ≤ r < m ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ r < m ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ r, j 6=
i.
Since the group Hj normalizes Hi for i > j, the elements of In have a normal form.
That is, every element of In may be uniquely written in the form wnwn−1 . . . w2,
where each wi ∈ Hi = Inn(Fi) ∼= Fi. This implies that the word problem in In is
solvable. Indeed, an element wnwn−1 . . . w2 = 1 if and only if each wi = 1 and that
is decidable in a free group. Moreover, the above allow us to answer positively a
question of Bardakov and Neshchadim in [3].
Theorem 1. The conjugacy problem in In is solvable.
Proof. Let x = wn . . . w3w2, y = zn . . . z3z2 and g = gn . . . g3g2 ∈ In, where
wi, zi, gi ∈ Hi, i = 2, . . . , n, such that gxg−1 = y. The equation can be rewrit-
ten as
gngn−1 . . . g3g2wnwn−1 . . . w3w2g
−1
2 g
−1
3 . . . g
−1
n−1g
−1
n = y
or equivalently,
gn(gn−1 . . . g2wng
−1
2 . . . g
−1
n−1)gn−1(gn−2 . . . g3g2wn−1g
−1
2 . . . g
−1
n−2) . . .
g4(g3g2w4g
−1
2 g
−1
3 )g3(g2w3g
−1
2 )(g2w2g
−1
2 )g
−1
3 . . . g
−1
n = y.
Write
an = gn−1 . . . g2wng
−1
2 . . . g
−1
n−1
and
bn = gn−1(gn−2 . . . g2wn−1g
−1
2 . . . g
−1
n−2)
gn−2(gn−3 . . . g2wn−2g
−1
2 . . . g
−1
n−3)gn−3 . . .
g4(g3g2w4g
−1
2 g
−1
3 )g3(g2w3g
−1
2 )(g2w2g
−1
2 )g
−1
3 . . . g
−1
n−1.
Clearly, an ∈ Hn and bn ∈ In−1. Now, the initial equation can be written as
gnanbng
−1
n = y
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or
(gnanbng
−1
n b
−1
n )bn = y.
Since Hn is a normal subgroup of In, we get gnanbng
−1
n b
−1
n ∈ Hn. Now, we may
repeat the above decomposition as follows. Write
an−1 = gn−2 . . . g2wn−1g
−1
2 . . . g
−1
n−2 ∈ Hn−1
and
bn−1 = gn−2(gn−3 . . . g2wn−2g
−1
2 . . . g
−1
n−3)gn−3
. . . g4(g3g2w4g
−1
2 g
−1
3 )g3(g2w3g
−1
2 )(g2w2g
−1
2 )g
−1
3 . . . g
−1
n−2 ∈ In−2.
So, our equation has the form
(gnanbng
−1
n b
−1
n )(gn−1an−1bn−1g
−1
n−1b
−1
n−1)bn−1 = y,
with gnanbng
−1
n b
−1
n ∈ Hn and gn−1an−1bn−1g
−1
n−1b
−1
n−1 ∈ Hn−1. Repeating the
above we will have, in finitely many steps,
(gnanbng
−1
n b
−1
n )(gn−1an−1bn−1g
−1
n−1b
−1
n−1) . . . (g3a3b3g
−1
3 b
−1
3 )(g2w2g
−1
2 ) = y,
where giaibig
−1
i b
−1
i ∈ Hi for all i ∈ {3, . . . , n} and g2w2g
−1
2 ∈ H2. So, the word
in the left is in normal form. Thus, for the two words to be equal we must have
g2w2g
−1
2 = z2. But that is the conjugacy problem in I2 = Inn(F2)
∼= F2, which is
well known to be decidable (see, for example, [11, Proposition 2.14]). If such a g2
doesn’t exist, then x, y are not conjugate and we are done. If such a g2 exists, then
we must also have
g3a3b3g
−1
3 b
−1
3 = z3
or equivalently,
g3a3(g2w2g
−1
2 )g
−1
3 (g2w
−1
2 g
−1
2 ) = z3.
Since g2w2g
−1
2 ∈ H2 acts as an automorphism, say φ, on H3, we have
g3a3φ(g
−1
3 ) = z3.
But this is the twisted conjugacy problem in H3 = Inn(F3) ∼= F3, which is decidable
(see, for example, [4]). Hence, if such a g3 does not exist, then x, y are not conjugate.
If it exists, we continue the same way. So, in a finite number of steps, either we
fail to find some gi and so, x, y are not conjugate, or we complete the algorithm by
demonstrating the appropriate g. 
In fact, the above proof shows the following more general result.
Corollary 1. Let G be the iterated semi-direct product G = (. . . (Gn ⋊ Gn−1) ⋊
. . .⋊G3)⋊G2 such that the group Gj normalizes Gi for all i > j, i, j ∈ {2, . . . , n}.
Then, the conjugacy problem is decidable in G if the twisted conjugacy problem is
decidable in Gi for all i = 2, . . . , n.
3. The Lie algebra of In
Throughout this paper, by “Lie algebra”, we mean a Lie algebra over the ring
of integers Z and we use the left-normed convention for group commutators and
Lie commutators. Let G be a group. For a positive integer c, let γc(G) be the
c-th term of the lower central series of G. We point out that γ2(G) = G
′; that
is, the commutator subgroup of G. Write grc(G) = γc(G)/γc+1(G) for c ≥ 1.
The (restricted) direct sum of the quotients grc(G) is the associated graded Lie
algebra of G, gr(G) =
⊕
c≥1 grc(G). The Lie bracket multiplication in gr(G) is
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[aγc+1(G), bγd+1(G)] = [a, b]γc+d+1(G), where aγc+1(G) and bγd+1(G) are the im-
ages of the elements a ∈ γc(G) and b ∈ γd(G) in the quotient groups grc(G) and
grd(G), respectively, and [a, b]γc+d+1(G) is the image of the group commutator
[a, b] in the quotient group grc+d(G). Multiplication is then extended to gr(G) by
linearity.
In the present section, we investigate the Lie algebra gr(In) of In and we give a
presentation for it. For Z-submodules A and B of any Lie algebra, let [A,B] be the
Z-submodule spanned by [a, b] where a ∈ A and b ∈ B. Furthermore, B ≀A denotes
the Z-submodule defined by B ≀A = B+[B,A]+ [B,A,A]+ · · · . Also, for any non-
empty subsets U and V of any Lie algebra, we denote by [V ,U ,U , . . . ,U︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
,V , . . . ,V︸ ︷︷ ︸
b
]
the set of (Lie) commutators where the first element belongs to V , the second to U
and then a consecutive elements belong to U and the last b consecutive elements
belong to V . For brevity, this is also denoted by [V ,U , aU , bV ]. For a free Z-
module A, let L(A) be the free Lie algebra on A, that is, the free Lie algebra on
A, where A is an arbitrary Z-basis of A. Thus, we may write L(A) = L(A). For a
positive integer c, let Lc(A) denote the cth homogeneous component of L(A). It is
well-known that L(A) =
⊕
c≥1 L
c(A).
The following result is a version of Lazard’s ”Elimination Theorem” (see [5,
Chapter 2, Section 2.9, Proposition 10]). In the form written here, it is a special
case of [6, Lemma 2.2] (see, also, [14, Section 2.2]).
Lemma 1 (Elimination Theorem). Let U and V be free Z-modules with U ∩ V =
{0}, and consider the free Lie algebra L(U ⊕V ). Then, U and V ≀U freely generate
Lie subalgebras L(U) and L(V ≀ U), and there is a Z-module decomposition L(U ⊕
V ) = L(U)⊕L(V ≀U). Furthermore, V ≀U = V ⊕[V, U ]⊕[V, U, U ]⊕· · · and, for each
n ≥ 0, there is a Z-module isomorphism [V, nU ] ∼= V ⊗ U ⊗ · · · ⊗ U︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
under which
[v, u1, . . . , un] corresponds to v ⊗ u1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ un for all v ∈ V and all u1, . . . un ∈ U .
As a consequence of Lemma 1, we have the following result.
Corollary 1. For free Z-modules U and V , we write L(U ⊕ V ) for the free Lie
algebra on U ⊕ V . Then, there is a Z-module decomposition L(U ⊕ V ) = L(U) ⊕
L(V ) ⊕ L(W ), where W = W2 ⊕W3 ⊕ · · · such that, for all m ≥ 2, Wm is the
direct sum of submodules [V, U, aU, bV ] with a + b = m − 2 and a, b ≥ 0. Each
[V, U, aU, bV ] is isomorphic to V ⊗ U ⊗ U ⊗ · · · ⊗ U︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
⊗V ⊗ · · · ⊗ V︸ ︷︷ ︸
b
as Z-module.
Furthermore, L(W ) is the ideal of L(U ⊕ V ) generated by the module [V, U ].
3.1. A decomposition of the free Lie algebra. Let L = L(Y) be the free Lie
algebra on the finite set Y and decompose Y into a disjoint union Y = U ∪ V
of finite non-empty subsets U = {u1, . . . , uκ} and V = {v1, . . . , vλ}. Also, define
u1 < · · · < uκ < v1 < · · · < vλ. Let U and V denote the free Z-modules with bases
U and V , respectively. Since the Z-module generated by Y is equal to U ⊕ V and
L(Y) is free on the set Y, L is free on the set U ∪ V and we have L = L(U ⊕ V ).
By Lemma 1 and Corollary 1, we have
L = L(U ⊕ V )
= L(U)⊕ L(V ≀ U)
= L(U)⊕ L(V )⊕ L(W ),
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whereW =W2⊕W3⊕· · · such that, for allm ≥ 2,Wm =
⊕
a+b=m−2[V, U, aU, bV ].
Furthermore, L(V ≀ U) and L(W ) are the ideals in L generated by the modules V
and [V, U ], respectively. In particular, L(W ) is the ideal in L generated by the
natural Z-basis [V ,U ] = {[vi, uj ] : 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, 1 ≤ j ≤ κ} of [V, U ]. Let XV,U be the
natural Z-basis of V ≀ U . That is,
XV,U = V ∪ (
⋃
a≥1
[V , aU ]),
where [V , aU ] = {[v, z1, . . . , za] : v ∈ V , z1, . . . , za ∈ U} is the natural Z-basis of
the module [V, aU ]. We point out that the set
W = [V ,U ] ∪ (
⋃
a+b≥1
a,b≥0
[V ,U , aU , bV ]),
where [V ,U , aU , bV ] = {[v, z, z1, . . . , za, v1, . . . , vb] : v, v1, . . . , vb ∈ V , z, z1, . . . , za ∈
U}, is the natural Z-basis of W .
Lemma 2. With the above notation, let φ be any automorphism of the free Z-
module [V, U ] and let ψ2 : [V ,U ] → L(V ≀ U) be the map given by ψ2([vi, uj]) =
φ([vi, uj ])+wi,j, where wi,j ∈ L2(V ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ λ and 1 ≤ j ≤ κ. Furthermore,
for every a ≥ 3, let ψa be the mapping from [V ,U , (a−2)U ] into L(V ≀U) satisfying
the conditions ψa([v, z, z1, . . . , za−2]) = [ψ2([v, z]), z1, . . . , za−2] for all v ∈ V and
z, z1, . . . , za−2 ∈ U . Define Ψ : XV,U → L(V ≀ U) to be the induced map with
Ψ(v) = v for all v ∈ V and, for a ≥ 2, Ψ(v) = ψa(v) for all v ∈ [V ,U , (a−2)U ].
Then,
(1) ψ2 extends to a Z-linear monomorphism from [V, U ] into L(V ≀ U).
(2) For every a ≥ 3, there exists an automorphism φa of the free Z-module
[V, U, (a−2)U ] such that, for all v ∈ V and z, z1, . . . , za−2 ∈ U ,
ψa([v, z, z1, . . . , za−2]) = φa([v, z, z1, . . . , za−2]) + wa,
where wa ∈ L(V ∪ (
⋃
1≤β≤a−2[V , βU ])).
(3) Ψ extends to a (Lie algebra) automorphism of L(V ≀ U).
Proof.
(1) Since [V ,U ] is a Z-basis of [V, U ], ψ2 extends to a Z-linear mapping, denoted
ψ2 again, from [V, U ] into L(V ≀U). We point out that ψ2([V, U ]) ⊆ L2(V )⊕
[V, U ]. Since L2(V ) ∩ [V, U ] = {0}, φ is an automorphism of [V, U ] and the
set [V ,U ] is a Z-basis of [V, U ], we have ψ2 is a Z-linear monomorphism of
[V, U ] into L(V ≀ U).
(2) Let a ≥ 3. Since [V ,U , (a−2)U ] is a Z-basis for the Z-module [V, U, (a−2)U ]
and ψ2 is a Z-linear mapping, we have ψa extends to a Z-linear mapping
from [V, U, (a−2)U ] into L(V ≀ U). For a ≥ 3, let φa be the mapping from
[V ,U , (a−2)U ] into [V, U, (a−2)U ] satisfying the conditions φa([v, z, z1, . . . ,
za−2]) = [φ([v, z]), z1, . . . , za−2] for all v ∈ V and z, z1, za−2 ∈ U . Since φ
is a Z-linear mapping, φa extends to a Z-linear mapping of [V, U, (a−2)U ].
Let χa be the mapping from [V ,U , (a−2)U ] into [V, U, (a−2)U ] satisfying the
conditions χa([v, z, z1, . . . , za−2]) = [φ
−1([v, z]), z1, . . . , za−2] for all v ∈ V ,
z, z1, . . . , za−2 ∈ U , where φ−1 is the inverse of φ. We point out that
the elements z1, . . . , za−2 ∈ U are invariant under φa and χa in the above
expressions. Since φ−1 is the inverse of φ, z1, . . . , za−2 are invariant under
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φa and χa and [V ,U , (a−2)U ] is a Z-basis of [V, U, (a−2)U ], we have χa
is the inverse of φa. Therefore, φa is an automorphism of [V, U, (a−2)U ].
Now, for v ∈ V , z, z1, . . . , za−2 ∈ U ,
ψa([v, z, z1, . . . , za−2]) = [ψ2([v, z]), z1, . . . , za−2]
= [φ([v, z]), z1, . . . , za−2] + [wv,z, z1, . . . , za−2]
= φa([v, z, z1, . . . , za−2]) + [wv,z, z1, . . . , za−2],
where wv,z ∈ L2(V ). By using the Jacobi identity in the form [x, y, z] =
[x, z, y] + [x, [y, z]], we may show that
[wv,z , z1, . . . , za−2] ∈ L(V ∪ (
⋃
1≤β≤a−2
[V , βU ])).
Therefore, for all v ∈ V and z, z1, . . . , za−2 ∈ U ,
ψa([v, z, z1, . . . , za−2]) = φa([v, z, z1, . . . , za−2]) + wa,
where wa ∈ L(V ∪ (
⋃
1≤β≤a−2[V , βU ])).
(3) Since XV,U is a free generating set of L(V ≀ U), Ψ extends to an endomor-
phism of L(V ≀ U). Since Ψ(v) = v for all v ∈ V , we obtain from Lemma
2 (1)-(2) and [7, Lemma 2.1] that Ψ is an automorphism of L(V ≀ U). 
Since L(W ) is a free Lie subalgebra of L(V ≀U) onW and Ψ is an automorphism of
L(V ≀U), we have Ψ(L(W )) is a free Lie subalgebra of L(V ≀U). In fact, Ψ(L(W )) =
L(Ψ(W )), that is, Ψ(L(W )) is a free Lie algebra on Ψ(W ). Furthermore, since Ψ
is an automorphism of L(V ≀ U) and L(W ) is an ideal of L(V ≀ U), we obtain
Ψ(L(W )) = L(Ψ(W )) is an ideal in L(V ≀ U). We point out that
L(V ≀ U) = Ψ(L(V ≀ U))
(By Corollary 1) = Ψ(L(V )⊕ L(W ))
(Ψ automorphism) = Ψ(L(V ))⊕Ψ(L(W ))
= L(V )⊕ L(Ψ(W ))
and so, L = L(U)⊕ L(V )⊕ L(Ψ(W )). Write
C = Ψ(W) = Ψ([V ,U ]) ∪ (
⋃
a+b≥1
a,b≥0
[Ψ([V ,U ]), aU , bV ]).
Since W is a Z-basis for W and Ψ is an automorphism of L(V ≀ U), we have C is a
Z-basis of Ψ(W ) and so, L(Ψ(W )) = L(C). For a positive integer m, with m ≥ 2,
let
Wm,Ψ =
⊕
a,b≥0
a+b=m−2
[Ψ([V, U ]), aU, bV ].
In particular, for m ≥ 2, the set
Wm,Ψ =
⋃
a,b≥0
a+b=m−2
[Ψ([V ,U ]), aU , bV ]
is a natural Z-basis for Wm,Ψ and so, Ψ(W ) =
⊕
m≥2Wm,Ψ. Obviously, C =⋃
m≥2Wm,Ψ. Furthermore, for m ≥ 2, we write L
m
grad(Ψ(W )) for L
m ∩ L(Ψ(W )).
That is, Lmgrad(Ψ(W )) is the Z-submodule of L
m spanned by all Lie commutators
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of the form [w1, . . . , wκ], with κ ≥ 1, wi ∈ Wm(i),Ψ and m(1) + · · ·+m(κ) = m. It
is easily checked that
L(Ψ(W )) =
⊕
m≥2
Lmgrad(Ψ(W )).
Proposition 1. With the above notation, L(Ψ(W )) is an ideal in L.
Proof. To show that the Lie subalgebra L(Ψ(W )) of L is an ideal in L, it is enough
to show that [w, u] ∈ L(Ψ(W )) for all w ∈ L(Ψ(W )) and u ∈ L. Since L(Ψ(W )) is
an ideal in L(V ≀ U) and by Lemma 1, it is enough to show that [w, u] ∈ L(Ψ(W ))
for all w ∈ L(Ψ(W )) and u ∈ L(U). Since any u ∈ L(U) is written as a Z-linear
combination of Lie commutators [ui1 , . . . , uiκ ], with κ ≥ 1 and ui1 , . . . , uiκ ∈ U , and
by using the Jacobi identity in the form [x, [y, z]] = [x, y, z]− [x, z, y], it is enough
to show that [w, ui1 , . . . , uik ] ∈ L(Ψ(W )) for all w ∈ L(Ψ(W )) and ui1 , . . . , uik ∈ U .
Since C is a (free) generating set of L(Ψ(W )) = L(C), any w ∈ L(Ψ(W )) is written
as a Z-linear combination of Lie commutators [w1, . . . , wλ] with w1, . . . , wλ ∈ C. By
the linearity of the Lie bracket, it is enough to show that [w1, . . . , wλ, ui1 , . . . , uiκ ] ∈
L(Ψ(W )) for all w1, . . . , wλ ∈ C and ui1 , . . . , uiκ ∈ U . By using induction on λ, the
Jacobi identity in the form [x, y, z] = [x, z, y]+ [x, [y, z]] and the fact that L(Ψ(W ))
is a Lie algebra, it suffices to show that [w, ui1 , . . . , uiκ ] ∈ L(Ψ(W )) for all w ∈ C
and ui1 , . . . , uiκ ∈ U .
Notice that if w ∈ Ψ([V ,U ]), then [w, ui1 , . . . , uiκ ] ∈ C for all ui1 , . . . , uiκ ∈ U .
Thus, we assume that w ∈ [Ψ([V ,U ]), aU , bV ] for some integers a, b ≥ 0 with
a+ b ≥ 1 and b ≥ 1. For elements u, v1, . . . , vm ∈ L, we denote
[u, v1, . . . , v1︸ ︷︷ ︸
µ1
, . . . , vm, . . . , vm︸ ︷︷ ︸
µm
] = [u, µ1v1, . . . , µmvm].
Rewrite w = [u, vi1 , . . . , vib ], where u ∈ [Ψ([V ,U ]), aU ], vi1 , . . . , vib ∈ V , a, b non-
negative integers with a + b ≥ 1 and b ≥ 1. By applying repeatedly the Jacobi
identity in the form [x, y, z] = [x, z, y]+[x, [y, z]], we get w = [u, µ1v1, . . . , µλvλ]+w˜,
where µ1+· · ·+µλ = b and w˜ ∈ L(V ≀U). In particular, w˜ is a summand of elements
of the form [u, µ′
1
v1, . . . , µ′
β
vβ , zi1 , . . . , ziγ ], where µ
′
1, . . . , µ
′
β ≥ 0, µ
′
1+ · · ·+µ
′
β ≤ b
and zi1 , . . . , ziγ ∈ L
′(V ). Since L(Ψ(W )) is an ideal in L(V ≀U), it suffices to consider
the case where w = [u, µ1v1, . . . , µλvλ], with u ∈ [Ψ([V ,U ]), aU ], µ1, . . . , µλ ≥ 0,
µ1+ · · ·+µλ = b ≥ 1 and v1, . . . , vλ ∈ V . Since φ is an automorphism of [V, U ], we
may write, for i ∈ {1, . . . , λ}, j ∈ {1, . . . , κ},
[vi, uj] =
∑λ
r=1
∑κ
s=1 bi,j,r,s φ([vr , us])
=
∑λ
r=1
∑κ
s=1 bi,j,r,s(ψ2([vr, us]) + w
′
r,s)
= (
∑λ
r=1
∑κ
s=1 bi,j,r,sψ2([vr, us])) + w˜i,j (1)
where bi,j,r,s ∈ Z and w˜i,j ∈ L2(V ). By using the Jacobi identity in the expression
[u, µ1v1, . . . , µmvm, ui1 , . . . , uik ], where u ∈ [Ψ([V ,U ]), aU ], µ1, . . . , µm ≥ 0, µ1 +
· · · + µm = b ≥ 1, v1, . . . , vm ∈ V and ui1 , . . . , uik ∈ U , replacing each [vi, uj] by
the equation (1) as many times as it is needed and since L(Ψ(W )) is an ideal in
L(V ≀ U), we may show that [u, µ1v1, . . . , µmvm, ui1 , . . . , uik ] ∈ L(Ψ(W )) (see [15,
Example 1] for an example of the above procedure). Therefore, L(Ψ(W )) is an
ideal in L. 
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Since
L = L(U)⊕ L(V )⊕ L(Ψ(W ))
= L(U)⊕ L(V )⊕ (
⊕
m≥2L
m
grad(Ψ(W ))),
we have the following result.
Corollary 2. Let Ψ be the Lie algebra automorphism of L(V ≀ U) defined above.
Then, for every positive integerm, withm ≥ 2, Lm = Lm(U)⊕Lm(V )⊕Lmgrad(Ψ(W )).
3.2. A further decomposition. Let L(Y) be the free Lie algebra on the finite
set Y and decompose Y into a disjoint union Y = Y2 ∪ · · · ∪ Yn, with n ≥ 3, of
finite non-empty subsets of the form Yi = {yi1, yi2, . . . , yiki}, 2 ≤ i ≤ n and ki ≥ 1.
Moreover, define yi1 < · · · < yiki and yiki < y(i+1)1 for all i ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1}. For
m ∈ {2, . . . , n}, let Ym be the free Z-module with Z-basis Ym. Thus,
L = L(Y) = L(Y2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Yn).
Then,
L2(Y) =
(
n⊕
i=2
L2(Yi)
)
⊕
 ⊕
2≤κ<ρ≤n
[Yρ, Yκ]
 .
WriteW(2,...,n),2 =
⊕
2≤κ<ρ≤n[Yρ, Yκ]. For r ∈ {2, . . . , n−1}, let Ur = Yr⊕· · ·⊕Yn.
We point out that Ur =
⋃n
κ=r Yκ is a natural Z-basis of Ur. It is easily verified that
W(2,...,n),2 =
n−1⊕
r=2
[Ur+1, Yr].
For r ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1}, [Ur+1, Yr] is generated by the following standard free gen-
erating set [Ur+1,Yr] = {[yµν , yrl] : r + 1 ≤ µ ≤ n, ν = 1, . . . , kµ, l = 1, . . . , kr}.
Furthermore, W(2,...,n),2 is generated by the set K =
⋃n−1
r=2 [Ur+1,Yr], which is a
natural Z-basis of W(2,...,n),2. Let φr be any automorphism of the free Z-module
[Ur+1, Yr] and let ψ2,r : [Ur+1,Yr] → [Ur+1, Yr] ⊕ L2(Ur+1) be the map given by
ψ2,r([yµν , yrl]) = φr([yµν , yrl])+wµ,ν,r,l, where wµ,ν,r,l ∈ L2(Ur+1), µ = r+1, . . . , n,
ν = 1, . . . , kµ and l = 1, . . . , r. We point out that
L2(Ur+1) =
 n⊕
j=r+1
L2(Yj)
 ⊕
 ⊕
r+1≤κ<ρ≤n
[Yρ, Yκ]
 .
Since φr is an automorphism and [Ur+1, Yr]∩L2(Ur+1) = {0}, we get ψ2,r is 1− 1.
For a ≥ 3, let ψa,r be the mapping from [Ur+1,Yr, (a−2)Yr] into L(Ur+1 ≀ Yr)
satisfying the conditions
ψa,r([u, z, z1, . . . , za−2]) = [ψ2,r([u, z]), z1, . . . , za−2]
for all u ∈ Ur+1 and z, z1, . . . , za−2 ∈ Yr. Let XUr+1,Yr be the natural Z-basis of
Ur+1 ≀ Yr. That is,
XUr+1,Yr = Ur+1 ∪ (
⋃
a≥1
[Ur+1, aYr]),
where [Ur+1, aYr] = {[u, z1, . . . , za] : u ∈ Ur+1, z1, . . . , za ∈ Yr} is the natural Z-
basis of the module [Ur+1, aYr]. Furthermore, we define Ψr : XUr+1,Yr → L(Ur+1 ≀
Yr) to be the map with Ψr(u) = u for all u ∈ Ur+1 and, for a ≥ 2, Ψr(u) = ψa,r(u)
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for all u ∈ [Ur+1,Yr, (a−2)Yr]. By Lemma 2 (3), Ψr extends to a (Lie algebra)
automorphism of L(Ur+1 ≀ Yr). By applying Lemma 1 on L(Ur), we have
L(Ur) = L(Yr)⊕ L(Ur+1 ≀ Yr)
= L(Yr)⊕ L(Ur+1)⊕ L(W(r)),
where W(r) =W(r),2 ⊕W(r),3 ⊕ · · · such that, for all κ ≥ 2,
W(r),κ =
⊕
a,b≥0
a+b=κ−2
[Ur+1, Yr, aYr, bUr+1].
Furthermore, L(Ur+1 ≀ Yr) and L(W(r)) are the ideals in L(Ur) generated by the
modules Ur+1 and [Ur+1, Yr], respectively. By Proposition 1, Tr = L(Ψr(W(r))) is
an ideal of L(Ur). Thus, for r ∈ {2, . . . , n− 1},
[Tr, L(Ur)] ⊆ Tr. (2)
Furthermore, for r ∈ {2, . . . , n− 1}, let
C(r) =
⋃
κ≥2
C(r),κ,
where, for κ ≥ 2,
C(r),κ =
⋃
a,b≥0
a+b=κ−2
[ψ2,r([Ur+1,Yr]), aYr , bUr+1]
and Ur+1 = Yr+1∪· · ·∪Yn. Thus, for r ∈ {2, . . . , n−1}, Tr = L(Ψr(W(r))) = L(C(r))
and L(Ur) = L(Yr)⊕ L(Ur+1)⊕ Tr. We define, for r ∈ {2, . . . , n− 1},
T˜r =
r⊕
s=2
Ts.
We point out that, for r ≥ 3, T˜r = Tr ⊕ T˜r−1.
Proposition 2. With the above notation, for every r ∈ {3, . . . , n− 1},
(1) L =
(⊕r−1
j=2 L(Yj)
)
⊕ L(Ur)⊕ T˜r−1. In particular, for r = n− 1, we have
L = (
⊕n
i=2 L(Yi))⊕ T˜n−1.
(2) [Tr, L] ⊆
(∑r−1
j=2 [Tr, L(Yj)]
)
+ Tr + [Tr, T˜r−1].
Proof. (1) We induct on r. Let r = 3. By Lemma 1, L = L(Y2) ⊕ L(U3 ≀ Y2). By
Lemma 2 (3), Ψ2 extends to a Lie automorphism of L(U3 ≀ Y2) and so,
L = L(Y2)⊕ L(U3 ≀ Y2)
= L(Y2)⊕Ψ2(L(U3 ≀ Y2))
= L(Y2)⊕Ψ2(L(U3))⊕ L(W(2)))
= L(Y2)⊕Ψ2(L(U3))⊕Ψ2(L(W(2)))
= L(Y2)⊕ L(U3)⊕Ψ2(L(W(2)))
= L(Y2)⊕ L(U3)⊕ T2.
We assume that our claim is valid for κ− 1, with 4 ≤ κ ≤ n− 1. Thus,
L =
κ−2⊕
j=2
L(Yj)
 ⊕ L(Uκ−1)⊕
κ−2⊕
j=2
Tj
 .
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By Lemma 1, applied on L(Uκ−1), we have L(Uκ−1) = L(Yκ−1)⊕L(Uκ ≀ Yκ−1). As
before, by Lemma 2 (3), Ψκ−1 extends to a Lie automorphism of L(Uκ ≀ Yκ−1) and
so, by Proposition 1, Tκ−1 = L(Ψκ−1(W(κ−1))) is an ideal of L(Uκ−1). But
L(Uκ−1) = L(Yκ−1)⊕ L(Uκ)⊕ Tκ−1.
Thus, we have the following decomposition of L,
L =
κ−1⊕
j=2
L(Yj)
 ⊕ L(Uκ)⊕
κ−1⊕
j=2
Tj

and so, we obtain the required result.
(2) By Proposition 2 (1), for r ∈ {3, . . . , n− 1},
L =
r−1⊕
j=2
L(Yj)
⊕ L(Ur)⊕ T˜r−1. (3)
For any r ∈ {3, . . . , n − 1} and by using the equations (2) and (3), we get the
required result. 
By Corollary 2, for any r ∈ {3, . . . , n− 1} and m ≥ 2,
Lm(Ur) = L
m(Yr)⊕ L
m(Ur+1)⊕ L
m
grad(Ψr(W(r))).
Since T˜n−1 =
⊕n−1
s=2 Lgrad(Ψs(W(s))), we have, for any m ≥ 2,
T˜mn−1 =
n−1⊕
s=2
Lmgrad(Ψs(W(s))).
By Proposition 2 (1) and the above equation, we have the following result.
Corollary 3. For any positive integerm, withm ≥ 2, Lm = (
⊕n
i=2 L
m(Yi))⊕T˜mn−1.
Let J be the ideal of L generated by the set J of all elements of the form
ψ2,r([yµν , yrl]), r = 2, . . . , n− 1, µ = r+1, . . . , n− 1, ν = 1, . . . , kµ and l = 1, . . . , r.
Since J is a homogeneous ideal of L, we have J =
⊕
m≥2 J
m, where Jm = J ∩Lm.
Lemma 3. With the above notation, if T˜n−1 is an ideal of L, then T˜n−1 = J and
so, L = (
⊕n
i=2 L(Yi)) ⊕ J . In particular, for any positive integer m, with m ≥ 2,
Jm = T˜mn−1 =
⊕n−1
s=2 L
m
grad(Ψs(W(s))) and L
m = (
⊕n
i=2 L
m(Yi))⊕ Jm.
Proof. Let T˜n−1 be an ideal of L. We point out that J ⊆ T˜n−1 ⊆ J . Since T˜n−1 is
an ideal in L, we obtain J ⊆ T˜n−1, and so, J = T˜n−1. Hence, by Corollary 3 and
since J is homogeneous, we obtain the required result. 
3.3. The case of In. Let us now consider the case of the subgroup In of Mn, with
n ≥ 3. Let L(Y) be the free Lie algebra on the set Y which is decomposed as
Y =
⋃n
i=2 Yi with Yi ∩ Yj = ∅ for i 6= j and Ym = {ym1, . . . , ymm}, 2 ≤ m ≤ n,
and define ym1 < · · · < ymm and ymm < y(m+1)1 for all m ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1}. For
m ∈ {2, . . . , n}, let Ym be the free Z-module generated by Ym and thus L = L(Y) =
L(Y2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Yn). For r ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1}, define Ur, Tr and T˜r as in the previous
subsection. Namely, Ur = Yr ⊕ · · · ⊕ Yn with Ur =
⋃n
κ=r Yκ is a natural Z-basis
of Ur, Tr = L(Ψr(W(r))) and T˜r =
⊕r
s=2 Ts. Furthermore, we define the map
ψ2,r : [Ur+1,Yr]→ [Ur+1, Yr]⊕ L
2(Ur+1) as follows:
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(F1) ψ2,r([ymi, yri]) = [ymi, yri], 2 ≤ r < m ≤ n,
(F2) ψ2,r([ymi, yrj]) = [ymi, yrj], 2 ≤ r < i ≤ m ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ r,
(F3) ψ2,r([ymi, yrj]) = [ymi, yrj]− [ymi, ymj ], 2 ≤ r < m ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ r < m ≤
n, 1 ≤ j ≤ r, j 6= i.
Lemma 4. For n ≥ 4, r ∈ {3, . . . , n− 1} and j ∈ {2, . . . , r − 1},
[ψ2,r([Ur+1, Yr]), Yj ] ⊆ T˜r.
Proof. Let n ≥ 4 and fix r ∈ {3, . . . , n− 1} and j ∈ {2, . . . , r − 1}. Let
w = [ψ2,r([ymk, yrl]), yjt], with r + 1 ≤ m ≤ n.
Note that k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, l ∈ {1, . . . , r} and t ∈ {1, . . . , j}. In what follows,
we make extensive use of the definition of ψ2,µ ((F1), (F2) and (F3)) with µ ∈
{2, . . . , n− 1}, the Jacobi identity of the form [x, y, z] = [x, z, y]− [y, z, x] and the
fact that Tν is an ideal of L(Uν) for all ν = 2, . . . , n−1, a consequence of Proposition
1. We separate various cases. We give full details for the proof of the first case.
Similar arguments may be applied to the remaining cases.
(1) k, l ≤ j ≤ r − 1.
(a) k 6= l. Then, we separate the following cases.
(i) t 6= k ≤ j and l 6= t ≤ j. Then, since 1 ≤ k 6= l ≤ r− 1, we have,
by using (F3),
w = [ψ2,r([ymk, yrl]), yjt], r + 1 ≤ m ≤ n,
= [ymk, yrl, yjt]− [ymk, yml, yjt], r + 1 ≤ m ≤ n.
By using the Jacobi identity in the form [x, y, z] = [x, z, y] −
[y, z, x],
w = [ymk, yjt, yrl]− [yrl, yjt, ymk]
−[ymk, yjt, yml] + [yml, yjt, ymk].
Since 1 ≤ t 6= k ≤ j and 1 ≤ l 6= t ≤ j, we get, by using (F3),
w = [ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yrl] + [ymk, ymt, yrl]
−[ψ2,j([yrl, yjt]), ymk]− [yrl, yrt, ymk]
−[ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yml]− [ymk, ymt, yml]
+[ψ2,j([yml, yjt]), ymk] + [yml, ymt, yrk].
Write
w1 = [ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yrl]− [ψ2,j([yrl, yjt]), ymk]
−[ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yml] + [ψ2,j([yml, yjt]), ymk].
By using the Jacobi identity, we have
w = w1 + [ymk, yrl, ymt]− [ymt, yrl, ymk]
+[ymk, yrl, yrt]− [ymk, yrt, yrl]
−[ymk, ymt, yml] + [yml, ymt, ymk].
Since 1 ≤ k 6= l < r, 1 ≤ t 6= l < r and 1 ≤ k 6= t < r, we obtain,
by using (F3),
w = w1 + [ψ2,r([ymk, yrl]), ymt] + [ymk, yml, ymt]
−[ψ2,r([ymt, yrl]), ymk]− [ymt, yml, ymk]
+[ψ2,r([ymk, yrl]), yrt] + [ymk, yml, yrt]
−[ψ2,r([ymk, yrt]), yrl]− [ymk, ymt, yrl]
−[ymk, ymt, yml] + [yml, ymt, ymk].
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Write
w2 = [ψ2,r([ymk, yrl]), ymt]− [ψ2,r([ymt, yrl]), ymk]
+[ψ2,r([ymk, yrl]), yrt]− [ψ2,r([ymk, yrt]), yrl].
We point out that
[ymk, yml, ymt] = [ymk, ymt, yml]− [yml, ymt, ymk]
and so,
w = w1 + w2 − [ymt, yml, ymk] + [ymk, yml, yrt]− [ymk, ymt, yrl].
By using the Jacobi identity,
w = w1 + w2 − [ymt, yml, ymk] + [ymk, yrt, yml]− [yml, yrt, ymk]
−[ymk, yrl, ymt] + [ymt, yrl, ymk].
Since 1 ≤ k 6= l < r, 1 ≤ t 6= l < r and 1 ≤ k 6= t < r, we obtain
by using (F3),
w = w1 + w2 − [ymt, yml, ymk] + [ψ2,r([ymk, yrt]), yml] + [ymk, ymt, yml]
−[ψ2,r([yml, yrt]), ymk]− [yml, ymt, ymk]− [ψ2,r([ymk, yrl]), ymt]
−[ymk, yml, ymt] + [ψ2,r([ymt, yrl]), ymk] + [ymt, yml, ymk].
Finally, write
w3 = [ψ2,r([ymk, yrt]), yml]− [ψ2,r([yml, yrt]), ymk]
−[ψ2,r([ymk, yrl]), ymt] + [ψ2,r([ymt, yrl]), ymk].
Since [ymk, ymt, yml] = [ymk, yml, ymt] − [ymt, yml, ymk], we ob-
tain
w =w1 + w2 + w3
=[ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yrl]− [ψ2,j([yrl, yjt]), ymk]− [ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yml]
+ [ψ2,j([yml, yjt]), ymk] + [ψ2,r([ymk, yrl]), yrt]− [ψ2,r([ymk, yrt]), yrl]
+ [ψ2,r([ymk, yrt]), yml]− [ψ2,r([yml, yrt]), ymk] ∈ T˜r.
(ii) 1 ≤ t 6= k ≤ j and 1 ≤ l = t ≤ j. Then, since 1 ≤ k 6= t ≤ j < r
and l = t, we have, by using (F3),
w = [ψ2,r([ymk, yrt]), yjt], r + 1 ≤ m ≤ n,
= [ymk, yrt, yjt]− [ymk, ymt, yjt], r + 1 ≤ m ≤ n.
By using the Jacobi identity,
w = [ymk, yjt, yrt]− [yrt, yjt, ymk]
−[ymk, yjt, ymt] + [ymt, yjt, ymk].
Since 1 ≤ t 6= k ≤ j, we get, by using (F3) and (F1),
w = [ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yrt] + [ymk, ymt, yrt]
−[ψ2,j([yrt, yjt]), ymk]− [ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), ymt]
−[ymk, ymt, ymt] + [ψ2,j([ymt, yjt]), ymk].
Write
w4 = [ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yrt]− [ψ2,j([yrt, yjt]), ymk]
−[ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), ymt] + [ψ2,j([ymt, yjt]), ymk]
and by using the Jacobi identity, we have
w = w4 + [ymk, yrt, ymt]− [ymt, yrt, ymk]− [ymk, ymt, ymt].
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Since 1 ≤ t 6= k ≤ j < r, we obtain, by using (F3),
w = w4 + [ψ2,r([ymk, yrt]), ymt]− [ψ2,r([ymt, yrt]), ymk].
Thus,
w =[ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yrt]− [ψ2,j([yrt, yjt]), ymk]− [ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), ymt]
+ [ψ2,j([ymt, yjt]), ymk] + [ψ2,r([ymk, yrt]), ymt]− [ψ2,r([ymt, yrt]), ymk] ∈ T˜r.
(iii) 1 ≤ t = k ≤ j and 1 ≤ l 6= t ≤ j. Then, since 1 ≤ l 6= t ≤ j < r
and k = t, we have, by using (F3),
w = [ψ2,r([ymk, yrl]), yjk], r + 1 ≤ m ≤ n,
= [ymk, yrl, yjk]− [ymk, yml, yjk], r + 1 ≤ m ≤ n.
By using the Jacobi identity,
w = [ymk, yjk, yrl]− [yrl, yjk, ymk]
−[ymk, yjk, yml] + [yml, yjk, ymk].
Since 1 ≤ l 6= k ≤ j, we get, by using (F1) and (F3),
w = [ψ2,j([ymk, yjk]), yrl]− [ψ2,j([yrl, yjk]), ymk]
−[yrl, yrk, ymk]− [ψ2,j([ymk, yjk]), yml]
+[ψ2,j([yml, yjk]), ymk] + [yml, ymk, ymk].
Write
w5 = [ψ2,j([ymk, yjk]), yrl]− [ψ2,j([yrl, yjk]), ymk]
−[ψ2,j([ymk, yjk]), yml] + [ψ2,j([yml, yjk]), ymk].
Now,
w = w5 − [yrl, yrk, ymk] + [yml, ymk, ymk].
By using the Jacobi identity,
w = w5 − [yrl, ymk, yrk]− [ymk, yrk, yrl] + [yml, ymk, ymk].
Since 1 ≤ l 6= k ≤ j < r, we obtain, by using (F3),
w = w5 + [ψ2,r([ymk, yrl]), yrk] + [ymk, yml, yrk]
−[ψ2,r([ymk, yrk]), yrl] + [yml, ymk, ymk].
Since [ymk, yml, yrk] = [ymk, yrk, yml] − [yml, yrk, ymk] and 1 ≤
l 6= k ≤ j < r, we obtain, by using (F3),
w = w5 + [ψ2,r([ymk, yrl]), yrk]− [ψ2,r([ymk, yrk]), yrl]
+[ψ2,r([ymk, yrk]), yml]− [ψ2,r([yml, yrk]), ymk].
Thus,
w =[ψ2,j([ymk, yjk]), yrl]− [ψ2,j([yrl, yjk]), ymk]− [ψ2,j([ymk, yjk]), yml]
+ [ψ2,j([yml, yjk]), ymk] + [ψ2,r([ymk, yrl]), yrk]− [ψ2,r([ymk, yrk]), yrl]
+ [ψ2,j([ymk, yrk]), yml]− [ψ2,j([yml, yrk]), ymk] ∈ T˜r.
(b) k = l. Then,
w = [ψ2,r([ymk, yrk]), yjt] = [ymk, yrk, yjt].
By using the Jacobi identity,
w = [ymk, yjt, yrk]− [yrk, yjt, ymk].
Note that 1 ≤ k, t ≤ j and so, we separate two cases.
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(i) k = t. Then,
w = [ymk, yjk, yrk]− [yrk, yjk, ymk]
= [ψ2,j([ymk, yjk]), yrk]− [ψ2,j([yrk, yjk]), ymk] ∈ T˜r.
(ii) k 6= t ≤ j. Then, by using (F3),
w = [ymk, yjt]), yrk]− [yrk, yjt, ymk]
= [ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yrk] + [ymk, ymt, yrk]
−[ψ2,j([yrk, yjt]), ymk]− [yrk, yrt, ymk].
Write
w6 = [ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yrk]− [ψ2,j([yrk, yjt]), ymk].
By using the Jacobi identity, (F1) and (F3), we get
w = w6 + [ymk, yrk, ymt]− [ymt, yrk, ymk]
−[yrk, ymk, yrt]− [ymk, yrt, yrk]
= w6 + [ψ2,r([ymk, yrk]), ymt]− [ψ2,r([ymt, yrk]), ymk]
−[ymt, ymk, ymk] + [ψ2,r([ymk, yrk]), yrt]
−[ψ2,r([ymk, yrt]), yrk]− [ymk, ymt, yrk].
Write
w7 = w6 + [ψ2,r([ymk, yrk]), ymt]− [ψ2,r([ymt, yrk]), ymk]
+[ψ2,r([ymk, yrk]), yrt]− [ψ2,r([ymk, yrt]), yrk]
and so,
w = w7 − [ymt, ymk, ymk]− [ymk, ymt, yrk]
(Jacobi identity) = w7 − [ymt, ymk, ymk]− [ymk, yrk, ymt] + [ymt, yrk, ymk]
= w7 − [ψ2,r([ymk, yrk]), ymt] + [ψ2,r([ymt, yrk]), ymk]
Thus,
w =[ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yrk]− [ψ2,j([yrk, yjt]), ymk] + [ψ2,r([ymk, yrk]), yrt]
− [ψ2,r([ymk, yrt]), yrk] ∈ T˜r.
(2) k ≤ j ≤ r − 1 and j + 1 ≤ l ≤ r. Then,
w =[ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yrl]− [ψ2,j([yrl, yjt]), ymk]− [ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yml]
+ [ψ2,j([yml, yjt]), ymk]− [ψ2,r([ymt, yrl]), ymk] + [ψ2,r([ymk, yrl]), ymt] ∈ T˜r.
(3) j + 1 ≤ k ≤ r and l ≤ j ≤ r. Then,
w =[ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yrl]− [ψ2,j([yrl, yjt]), ymk]− [ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yml]
+ [ψ2,j([yml, yjt]), ymk] + [ψ2,r([ymk, yrl]), yrt]− [ψ2,r([ymk, yrt]), yrl]
+ [ψ2,r([ymk, yrt]), yml]− [ψ2,r([yml, yrt]), ymk]− [ψ2,r([ymk, yrl]), ymt]
+ [ψ2,r([ymt, yrl]), ymk] ∈ T˜r.
(4) j + 1 ≤ k ≤ r and j + 1 ≤ l ≤ r. Then,
w =[ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yrl]− [ψ2,j([yrl, yjt]), ymk]− [ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yml]
+ [ψ2,j([yml, yjt]), ymk] ∈ T˜r.
(5) r + 1 ≤ k
(a) j + 1 ≤ l. Then,
w = [ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yrl]− [ψ2,j([yrl, yjt]), ymk] ∈ T˜r.
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(b) l ≤ j. Then,
w =[ψ2,j([ymk, yjt]), yrl]− [ψ2,j([yrl, yjt]), ymk] + [ψ2,r([ymk, yrl]), yrt]
− [ψ2,r([ymk, yrt]), yrl] ∈ T˜r.
Remark 1. By the proof of Lemma 4, we have, for n ≥ 4, r ∈ {3, . . . , n− 1} and
j ∈ {2, . . . , r − 1},
[ψ2,r([Ur+1,Yr]),Yj ] ⊆
(⊕
a,b≥0
a+b=1
[ψ2,j([Uj+1, Yj ]), aYj , bUj+1]
)
⊕(⊕
a,b≥0
a+b=1
[ψ2,r([Ur+1, Yr]), aYr, bUr+1]
)
.
Lemma 5. For n ≥ 4, r ∈ {3, . . . , n − 1}, j ∈ {2, . . . , r − 1} and a, b ≥ 0,
[ψ2,r([Ur+1, Yr]), aYr, bUr+1, Yj ] ⊆ T˜r.
Proof. For a = b = 0, our claim follows from Lemma 4. Thus, we assume that a, b ≥
0 with a + b ≥ 1. Let wa,b = [u, y1, . . . , ya, y′1, . . . , y
′
b] with u ∈ ψ2,r([Ur+1,Yr]),
y1, . . . , ya ∈ Yr , y′1, . . . , y
′
b ∈ Ur+1.
Suppose that a+ b = 1 and let w = [u, y, z], where u ∈ ψ2,r([Ur+1,Yr]), y ∈ Ys,
s ≥ r and z ∈ Yj . By the Jacobi identity, w = [u, z, y] + [u, [y, z]]. Since j < r,
either [y, z] = ψ2,j([y, z]) or [y, z] = ψ2,j([y, z]) + [y, y1], with y, y1 ∈ Ys, r ≤ s.
Then, either
w = [u, z, y] + [u, ψ2,j([y, z])]
or
w = [u, z, y] + [u, ψ2,j([y, z])] + [u, y, y1]− [u, y1, y].
By Remark 1 and using the technique of Lemma 4 we get w ∈ T˜r, since T˜r is a Lie
subalgebra.
So, we assume that a+ b ≥ 2. Then, by using repeatedly the Jacobi identity, we
get
[wa,b, z] = [[wa,b−1, z], y
′
b] + [wa,b−1, [y
′
b, z]]
= [[wa,b−2, z], y
′
b−1, y
′
b] + [wa,b−2, [y
′
b−1, z], y
′
b] + [wa,b−1, [y
′
b, z]]
...
= [[u, z], y1, . . . , ya, y
′
1, . . . , y
′
b] + [u, [y1, z], y2, . . . , ya, y
′
1, . . . , y
′
b]+
[w1,0, [y2, z], y3, . . . , ya, y
′
1, . . . , y
′
b] + . . .+ [wa,b−2, [y
′
b−1, z], y
′
b]+
[wa,b−1, [y
′
b, z]].
As before, we obtain [wa,b, z] ∈ T˜r. 
Lemma 6. For n ≥ 4, r ∈ {3, . . . , n − 1}, j ∈ {2, . . . , r − 1}, a, b ≥ 0 and s ≥ 1,
[ψ2,r([Ur+1, Yr]), aYr, bUr+1, sYj ] ⊆ T˜r.
Proof. For a, b ≥ 0 and s ≥ 1, we write
w(a, b, s) = [u, y1, . . . , ya, y
′
1, . . . , y
′
b, z1, . . . , zs],
where u ∈ ψ2,r([Ur+1,Yr]), y1, . . . , ya ∈ Yr, y′1, . . . , y
′
b ∈ Ur+1 and z1, . . . , zs ∈ Yj .
It is enough to show that w(a, b, s) ∈ T˜r. We use induction on s. By Lemma 5,
w(a, b, 1) ∈ T˜r. Suppose that w(a, b, s− 1) ∈ T˜r and write
w(a, b, s− 1) = u(2) + u(3) + · · ·+ u(r),
where u(j) ∈ Tj, j = 2, . . . , r. Thus,
w(a, b, s) = [u(2), z] + [u(3), z] + · · ·+ [u(r), z].
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Since T2 is an ideal in L and each Tj, j ∈ {2, . . . , r}, is a free Lie algebra with a
free generating set C(j), we obtain from Lemma 5, w(a, b, s) ∈ T˜r and so, we get the
required result. 
Let J be the ideal of L generated by the set J of all possible elements of the
form
(1) [ymi, yri], 2 ≤ r < m ≤ n,
(2) [ymi, yrj], 2 ≤ r < i ≤ m ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ r,
(3) [ymi, yrj]−[ymi, ymj ], 2 ≤ r < m ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ r < m ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ r, j 6= i.
Proposition 3. (1) For n ≥ 3, r ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1} and j ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1},
[Tr, L(Yj)] ⊆ T˜r.
(2) For all r ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1} with n ≥ 3, T˜r is an ideal in L. Furthermore,
J = T˜n−1.
Proof.
(1) For n = 3, our claim is valid, since T2 is an ideal in L. Thus, we may
assume that n ≥ 4. For r ∈ {3, . . . , n− 1}, Tr = L(C(r)), where
C(r),κ =
⋃
a,b≥0
a+b=κ−2
[ψ2,r([Ur+1,Yr]), aYr, bUr+1] and C(r) =
⋃
κ≥2
C(r),κ.
Hence, for r ∈ {3, . . . , n − 1} and j ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}, it is enough to show
that, for a, b ≥ 0 and s ≥ 1,
[ψ2,r([Ur+1,Yr]), aYr , bUr+1, sYj ] ⊆ T˜r,
which is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6. Therefore,
[Tr, L(Yj)] ⊆ T˜r (4)
for r ∈ {2, . . . , n− 1} and j ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}.
(2) Let r ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1} with n ≥ 3. To show that T˜r is an ideal in L, we
induct on r. For r = 2, T˜2 = T2, which is an ideal in L, and so, we suppose
that our claim is valid for k with 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 2 and n ≥ 4. That is, T˜k is
an ideal in L. By Proposition 2 (2),
[Tk+1, L] ⊆
 k∑
j=2
[Tk+1, L(Yj)]
 + Tk+1 + [Tk+1, T˜k].
Since T˜k+1 = Tk+1 ⊕ T˜k and T˜k is an ideal in L, it is enough to show
that [Tk+1, L(Yj)] ⊆ T˜k+1 for all j ∈ {2, . . . , κ}. By the equation (4) (for
r = k+1), we get T˜r is an ideal of L. Since J ⊆ T˜n−1, we obtain J ⊆ T˜n−1.
Since, for all r ∈ {2, . . . , n− 1}, Tr = L(C(r)) and C(r) ⊆ J , we have Tr ⊆ J
for all r. Therefore, T˜n−1 ⊆ J and so, J = T˜n−1. 
Theorem 2. L = (
⊕n
i=2 L(Yi))⊕ J .
Proof. By Proposition 2, we have L = (
⊕n
i=2 L(Yi))⊕ T˜n−1 and, by Proposition 3,
we obtain the required result. 
Recall that for any r ∈ {2, . . . , n− 1}, Tr = L(Ψr(W(r))) and L(Ur) = L(Yr) ⊕
L(Ur+1)⊕ Tr. By Corollary 2, for any m ≥ 2,
Lm(Ur) = L
m(Yr)⊕ L
m(Ur+1)⊕ L
m
grad(Ψr(W(r))). (5)
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By Proposition 2 (1) and the equation (5), we have the following result.
Corollary 4. With the above notation, for any m ≥ 2, Lm = (
⊕n
i=2 L
m(Yi)) ⊕
(
⊕n−1
j=2 L
m
grad(Ψj(W(j)))). In particular, for anym ≥ 2, J
m =
⊕n−1
j=2 L
m
grad(Ψj(W(j))).
3.4. A presentation of gr(In). Let F = F (Y) be the free group on the finite set
Y such that Y is decomposed into a disjoint union Y = Y2 ∪ Y3 ∪ . . . ∪ Yn with
n ≥ 3, of subsets of the form Ym = {ym1, . . . , ymm}, with 2 ≤ m ≤ n, and such
that
y21 < y22 < y31 < y32 < y33 < . . . < yn1 < . . . < ynn.
It is well known that gr(F) is a free Lie algebra of finite rank |Y| with a free
generating set {yijF ′ | yij ∈ Y}. Both L and gr(F) are free Lie algebras of the same
rank and they are isomorphic to each other as Lie algebras in a natural way, and
from now on, we identify L and gr(F). For all c ≥ 1, we have Lc = γc(F )/γc+1(F ).
Let R be the subset of γ2(F ) = F ′ consisting of all possible elements of the form
(1) [ymi, yri], 2 ≤ r < m ≤ n,
(2) [ymi, yrj], 2 ≤ r < i ≤ m ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ r,
(3) [ymi, yrj][ymi, ymj ]
−1, 2 ≤ r < m ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ r < m ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ r, j 6=
i.
Let N = RF be the normal closure of R in F . Thus, N is generated by the set
{rg = g−1rg : r ∈ R, g ∈ F}. By using the presentation of In, the group In may
be identified with the quotient group F/N . Since r ∈ γ2(F ) \ γ3(F ) for all r ∈ R,
we have N ⊆ F ′ and so, In/I
′
n
∼= F/F ′. Let R˜ = {[r, g] : r ∈ R, g ∈ F \ {1}} ⊆
γ3(F ). Since Nγ3(F )/γ3(F ) is generated by the set {rγ3(F ) : r ∈ R}, we have
Nγ3(F )/γ3(F ) = J
2, where J2 =
⊕n−1
j=2 Ψj(W(j),2). Since L
2 = (
⊕n
i=2 L
2(Yi)) ⊕
J2, we get the set {rγ3(F ) : r ∈ R} is Z-linear independent and so, R ∩ R˜ = ∅.
Therefore, N is generated by the disjoint union R∪ R˜.
For a positive integer d, let Nd = N ∩ γd(F ). Note that for d ≤ 2, we have
Nd = N . Also, for d ≥ 2,
Nd+1 = N ∩ γd+1(F )
= (N ∩ γd(F )) ∩ γd+1(F )
= Nd ∩ γd+1(F ).
Since [g1, . . . , gκ]
f = [gf1 , . . . , g
f
κ ] for all f ∈ F , and N is normal, we obtain {Nd}d≥2
is a normal (descending) series of N . Clearly, each Nd is normal in F . Since
[Nκ, Nℓ] ⊆ Nκ+ℓ for all κ, ℓ ≥ 2, we have {Nd}d≥2 is a central series of N . Define
Id(N) = Ndγd+1(F )/γd+1(F ) ≤ γd(F )/γd+1(F ). Since N ⊆ F ′, we get I1(N) =
{F ′}. Since N is a normal subgroup of F , we have the Lie subalgebra I(N) =⊕
d≥2 Id(N) of gr(F ) is an ideal of gr(F ) (see [10]). It is easily verified that Id(N)
∼=
Nd/Nd+1 as Z-modules. By our definitions, identifications and the above discussion,
I2(N) = Nγ3(F )/γ3(F ) = J2. Since I2(N) = J2, I(N) is an ideal of gr(F ) = L
and J is generated by J , we obtain J ⊆ I(N). Since J is a homogeneous ideal,
we get, for all d ≥ 2, Jd ⊆ Id(N). For a positive integer m, with m ≥ 2, we
write (Lm)∗ =
⊕n
i=2 L
m(Yi). Denote V = J =
⋃n−1
r=2 ψ2,r([Ur+1,Yr]) and V
∗ =⋃n
m=2{[ymκ, ymℓ] : 1 ≤ ℓ < κ ≤ m}. We point out that V
∗ is a natural Z-basis of
(L2)∗ and Rγ3(F )/γ3(F ) = V = J , which is a natural Z-basis of J2.
Proposition 4. For all positive integers c, Ic+2(N) = J
c+2.
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Proof. Let c = 1. We denote by N2,1 the subgroup of N2 = N generated by the set
R and let N2,2 be the normal closure of R˜ in F . Since N2 = N = N2,1N2,2 and
N2,2 ⊆ γ3(F ), by using the modular law, we get
N3 = N2 ∩ γ3(F )
= (N2,1N2,2) ∩ γ3(F )
= (N2,1 ∩ γ3(F ))N2,2.
An element w of N2,1 is written as a product of elements in R (in an abelian
form) and an element u ∈ N ′2,1. Since I2(N) = J
2 and Rγ3(F )/γ3(F ) is a Z-
basis of I2(N), we have N2,1 ∩ γ3(F ) is generated by elements which belong to
N2,2 ∩ γ4(F ). That is, N2,1 ∩ γ3(F ) ⊆ N2,2. Therefore, N3 = N2,2 is generated by
the set {[r, g]f : r ∈ R, g ∈ F \ {1}, f ∈ F} and so, I3(N) = J3.
Suppose that c ≥ 2. Now, In = Hn ⋊ Hn−1 ⋊ . . . ⋊ H2 and so, by induction
on n and a result of Falk and Randell [9, Theorem (3.1)], we have, for all d ≥ 3,
γd(In)/γd+1(In) ∼=
⊕n
i=2 γd(Hi)/γd+1(Hi). Since Hi is a free group of rank i,
i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, we have γd(Hi)/γd+1(Hi) ∼= L
d(Yi). By Proposition 3 (2), Lemma
3 and Theorem 2,
γd(In)/γd+1(In) ∼= L
d/Jd ∼= (Ld)∗ =
n⊕
i=2
Ld(Yi).
Hence, rank(γd(In)/γd+1(In)) = rank(L
d)∗. Now,
γd(In)/γd+1(In) ∼= γd(F )/(γd(F ) ∩ (γd+1(F )N)).
Since γd+1(F ) ⊆ γd(F ), we have, by the modular law,
γd(F )/(γd(F ) ∩ (γd+1(F )N)) = γd(F )/(γd+1(F )Nd).
But, γd(F )/(γd+1(F )Nd) ∼= (γd(F )/γd+1(F ))/Id(N). Therefore, for all d ≥ 3,
γd(In)/γd+1(In) ∼= (γd(F )/γd+1(F ))/Id(N) and so,
(γd(F )/γd+1(F ))/Id(N) ∼= L
d/Jd ∼= (Ld)∗. (6)
Since Jc ⊆ Ic(N) for all c ≥ 2, (Ld)∗ is torsion-free for all d ≥ 3 and by our
definitions and identifications, we conclude from (6) that Id(N) = Jd. Thus, we
obtain the required result. 
Corollary 5. I(N) = J .
Proof. Since J =
⊕
d≥2 J
d and I2(N) = J2, we have from Proposition 4 that
I(N) = J . 
So, we are now able to prove the following.
Theorem 3. L/J ∼= gr(In) as Lie algebras.
Proof. Recall that gr(In) =
⊕
c≥1 γc(In)/γc(In+1). Since In/I
′
n
∼= F/NF ′ =
F/F ′ ∼= Zk with k = (n − 1)(n + 2)/2, we have gr(In) is generated as a Lie al-
gebra by the set {αij : 2 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ i} with αij = yijI ′n. Since L is
a free Lie algebra of rank k with a free generating set {yij : 2 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤
j ≤ i}, the map ξ : L → gr(In) with ξ(yij) = αij extends uniquely to a Lie
algebra epimorphism. Hence L/ ker ξ ∼= gr(In) as Lie algebras. By definition,
J ⊆ ker ξ and so, ξ induces a Lie algebra epimorphism ξ : L/J → gr(In). In
particular, ξ(yij + J) = αij for all i, j. Moreover, ξ induces a Z-linear mapping
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ξc : (L
c + J)/J → γc(In)/γc+1(In). For c ≥ 2, and in view of the proof of Propo-
sition 4, we have rank(γc(In)/γc+1(In)) = rank(L
c)∗. Since J =
⊕
m≥2 J
m, we
have (Lc + J)/J ∼= Lc/(Lc ∩ J) = Lc/Jc ∼= (Lc)∗ (by Theorem 2 and Lemma 3)
and so, we obtain kerξc is torsion-free. Since rank(γc(In)/γc+1(In)) = rank(L
c)∗,
we have kerξc = {1} and so, ξc is an isomorphism. Since ξ is an epimorphism and
each ξc is isomorphism, we have ξ is an isomorphism. Hence, L/J
∼= gr(In) as Lie
algebras. 
Corollary 6. A presentation of gr(In) is given by generators yij, with i ∈ {2, . . . , n},
j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and i ≥ j, together with the following relations:
(1) [ymi, yri], 2 ≤ r < m ≤ n,
(2) [ymi, yrj], 2 ≤ r < i ≤ m ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ r,
(3) [ymi, yrj]− [ymi, ymj ], 2 ≤ r < m ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ r < m ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ r, j 6=
i.
4. A natural embedding
For positive integers n and c, with n, c ≥ 2, let Fn be a free group of rank
n and Fn,c−1 = Fn/γc(Fn) be the free nilpotent group of rank n and class c −
1. The natural epimorphism from Fn onto Fn,c−1 induces a group homomor-
phism πn,c−1 : Aut(Fn) → Aut(Fn,c−1) with kernel IcA(Fn). For c = 2 we write
I2A(Fn) = IA(Fn) for the IA-automorphisms of Fn. It is well known that, for t, s ≥
2, [ItA(Fn), IsA(Fn)] ⊆ It+s−1A(Fn). Since Fn is residually nilpotent, we have⋂
c≥2 IcA(Fn) = {1}. For r ≥ 2, we write L
r(IA(Fn)) = IrA(Fn)/Ir+1A(Fn). It is
known that Lr(IA(Fn)) is a free abelian group for all r ≥ 2 (see, for example, [15,
Section 1]). Form the (restricted) direct sum of the free abelian groups Lr(IA(Fn))
and denote it by L(IA(Fn)) =
⊕
r≥2L
r(IA(Fn)). It has the structure of a graded
Lie algebra with Lr(IA(Fn)) as component of degree r − 1 in the grading and Lie
multiplication given by [φIj+1A(Fn), ψIκ+1A(Fn)] = (φ
−1ψ−1φψ)Ij+κA(Fn), for
all φ ∈ IjA(Fn), ψ ∈ IκA(Fn) with j, κ ≥ 2. Multiplication is then extended to
L(IA(Fn)) by linearity. The above Lie algebra is usually called the Andreadakis-
Johnson Lie algebra of IA(Fn). We point out that, for any positive integer c,
γc(IA(Fn)) ⊆ Ic+1A(Fn).
Let G be a finitely generated subgroup of IA(Fn) with G/G
′ torsion-free. For a
positive integer q, let Lq1(G) = γq(G)(Iq+2A(Fn))/Iq+2A(Fn). Form the (restricted)
direct sum of free abelian groups L1(G) =
⊕
q≥1 L
q
1(G). It is easily verified that
L1(G) is a Lie subalgebra of L(IA(Fn)). Furthermore, if {y1G′, . . . , ymG′} is a
Z-basis for G/G′, then L1(G) is generated as Lie algebra by the set
{y1(I3A(Fn)), . . . , ym(I3A(Fn))}.
By a natural embedding of gr(G) into L(IA(Fn)), we mean that there exists a Lie
algebra isomorphism ζ from gr(G) onto L1(G) satisfying the conditions ζ(yiG′) =
yi(I3A(Fn)), i = 1, . . . ,m. In this case, we also say that gr(G) is naturally isomor-
phic to L1(G).
In this section we prove that there is a natural embedding of gr(In) into L(IA(Fn)).
Theorem 4. For a positive integer n ≥ 2, gr(In) is naturally isomorphic to L1(In)
as Lie algebra.
Proof. Let n = 2. Since I2 = H2 = Inn(F2) ∼= F2, our claim follows from [15,
Proof of Proposition 3]. Thus, we assume that n ≥ 3. Recall that In = (. . . (Hn ⋊
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Hn−1) ⋊ . . .) ⋊ H2, where each Hi is a free group of finite rank i with a free
generating set {yi1, . . . , yii}. Thus, gr(Hi) ∼= gr(Fi) as Lie algebras. By [15, Proof of
Proposition 3], we have gr(Hi) ∼= L1(Hi) by a Lie algebra isomorphism ζi satisfying
the conditions ζi(yikH
′
i) = yik(I3A(Fi)), with k = 1, . . . , i, for all i = 2, . . . , n.
Hence, L1(Hi) is a free Lie algebra of rank i. Since yi1 /∈ I3A(Fi), we have L1(Hi)
is a non-trivial subalgebra of L(IA(Fi)). In fact, L1(Hi) is generated by the set
{yik(I3A(Fi)) : k = 1, . . . , i}. For h ∈ Fi, we write τh for the inner automorphism
of Fi defined by τh(x) = hxh
−1 for all x ∈ Fi. Since [τg, φ] = τg−1φ−1(g) for all φ ∈
Aut(Fi) and g ∈ Fi, we have L1(Hi) is an ideal in L(IA(Fi)) for all i ∈ {2, . . . , n}.
Next, we claim that L1(In) =
⊕n
i=2 L1(Hi). Fix m ∈ {3, . . . , n}. First, we
observe that Im = Hm ⋊ Im−1 and claim that L1(Im) is additively equal to the
direct sum of L1(Im−1) and L1(Hm). Since L1(Hm) is an ideal in L(IA(Fm)), we
haveL1(Im−1)+L1(Hm) is a Lie subalgebra of L1(Im). Let w ∈ L1(Im−1)∩L1(Hm).
In the next few lines, we adopt the arguments given in the proof of [15, Proposition
4]. Since both L1(Im−1) and L1(Hm) are graded Lie algebras, we may assume that
w ∈ Ld1(Im−1)∩L
d
1(Hm) for some d. Thus, there are u ∈ γd(Im−1) and v ∈ γd(Hm)
such that w = uId+2A(Fm) = vId+2A(Fm). To get a contradiction, we assume
that u, v /∈ Id+2A(Fm). Therefore, v ∈ γd(Hm) \ γd+1(Hm) and so, there exists
g ∈ γd(Fm) \ γd+1(Fm) such that v = τgρ, where ρ ∈ γd+1(Hm). Then, we have
uId+2A(Fm) = τgρId+2(Fm) = τgId+2(Fm), since ρ ∈ γd+1(Hm) ⊆ Id+2A(Fm).
So, u−1τg ∈ Id+2A(Fm). Hence, u−1τg(xm) = xmh, where h ∈ γd+2(Fm), by the
definition of Id+2A(Fm). Since u
−1 fixes xm, we have
h = x−1m (u
−1τg(xm)) = x
−1
m u
−1(g)xmu
−1(g−1)
= x−1m τu−1(g)(xm)
= [xm, u
−1(g−1)] ∈ γd+2(Fm).
Since Im−1 ⊆ IA(Fm), we obtain γd(Im−1) ⊆ γd(IA(Fm)) ⊆ Id+1A(Fm) and so,
u−1(xj) = xjzj , where zj ∈ γd+1(Fm). Since γd(Fm) is a fully invariant subgroup
of Fm, we get u
−1(g−1) = g−1g1 with g1 ∈ γd+1(Fm). Moreover, since
[xm, u
−1(g−1) = [xm, g
−1g1]
= [xm, g1][xm, g
−1][xm, g
−1, g1]
and [xm, g
−1] = ([xm, g]
−1)g
−1
, we have [g, xm] ∈ γd+2(Fm). Since gr(Fm) is a
free Lie algebra of rank m with a free generating set {xiF ′m : i = 1, . . . ,m}
and γd(Fm)/γd+1(Fm) is the dth homogeneous component of gr(Fm), we obtain
[g, xm] ∈ γd+1(Fm)\γd+2(Fm) (see, for example, [12, Theorem 5.10]) which is a con-
tradiction. Therefore, L1(Im−1)∩L1(Hm) = {0} for allm ∈ {3, . . . , n}. Since Im =
Hm ⋊ Im−1 and the action of Im−1 on Hm is by conjugation, we have, by a result
of Falk and Randell [9, Proof of Theorem (3.1)], γq(Im) = γq(Hm) ⋊ γq(Im−1) for
all q. Hence, Lq1(Im) = L
q
1(Im−1) +L
q
1(Hm) and so, L
q
1(Im) = L
q
1(Im−1)⊕L
q
1(Hm)
for all q. Therefore, L1(Im) = L1(Im−1)⊕ L1(Hm) for all m ∈ {3, . . . , n} and so,
L1(In) = L1(In−1)⊕ L1(Hn)
= L1(In−2)⊕ L1(Hn−1)⊕ L1(Hn)
...
= L1(H2)⊕ L1(H3)⊕ · · · ⊕ L1(Hn).
Recall that, for m ∈ {2, . . . , n}, we have gr(Hm) ∼= L1(Hm) by an isomorphism
ζm satisfying the conditions ζm(ymkH
′
m) = ymkI3A(Fm) for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. By
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a result of Andreadakis [1, Section 6], γc(Hm) = Hm ∩ Ic+1A(Fm) for all c and
m ∈ {2, . . . , n}. Since
Lc1(Hm) = γc(Hm)Ic+2A(Fm)/Ic+2A(Fm)
∼= γc(Hm)/(γc(Hm) ∩ Ic+2A(Fm))
= γc(Hm)/γc+1(Hm)
= grc(Hm)
and since any finitely generated residually nilpotent group is Hopfian (see, [12,
Theorem 5.5]), we get the restriction of ζm, say ζm,c, on grc(Hm) is a Z-module
isomorphism for all c and m ∈ {2, . . . , n}. For all c, let µc be the map from
grc(H2)⊕ . . .⊕ grc(Hn) into L
c
1(In) defined by µc((u2γc+1(H2), . . . , unγc+1(Hn)) =
ζ2,c(u2Ic+2A(Fn))+· · ·+ζn,c(unIc+2A(Fn)) for um ∈ γc(Hm) for allm ∈ {2, . . . , n}.
It is easily checked that µc is a Z-module isomorphism. By a result of Falk and
Randell [9, Theorem (3.1)], grc(In) =
⊕n
i=2 grc(Hi) and so, grc(In) is isomorphic
to Lc1(In) (as Z-modules) by means of µc for all c. Therefore, rank(L
c
1(In)) =
rank(grc(In)) = rank(L
c)∗. By Theorem 3, L/J ∼= gr(In) by a Lie algebra isomor-
phism ξ satisfying the conditions ξ(yij + J) = yijI
′
n for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ i.
Let ζ be the map from L into L1(In) such that ζ(yij) = yijI3A(Fn) for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n
and 1 ≤ j ≤ i. Since L is a free Lie algebra on the set {yij : 2 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ i},
the map ζ extends uniquely to a Lie algebra epimorphism and so, L/kerζ ∼= L1(In).
Clearly, J ⊆ kerζ. Thus, ζ induces a Lie algebra epimorphism ζ : L/J → L1(In)
such that ζ(yij + J) = yijI3A(Fn) for all 2 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ i. Moreover, ζ
induces a Z-linear mapping ζc : (L
c + J)/J → Lc1(In). By using similar arguments
as in the proof of Theorem 3, we have ζ is an isomorphism. Thus, ζ(ξ)−1 is the
required Lie algebra isomorphism from gr(In) onto L1(In). 
Remark 2. By the proof of Theorem 4, we obtain Lc1(In) = L
c
1(H2)⊕. . .⊕L
c(Hn).
Since Lc1(Hi)
∼= γc(Hi)/γc+1(Hi) for all i = 2, . . . , n, we get rank(L1(Hi)) =
1
c
∑
d|c
µ(d)i
c
d . Thus, for any c, 1
c
∑
d|c
µ(d){2
c
d + . . .+ n
c
d } ≤ rank(Lc+1(IA(Fn)).
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